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Abstract

COVID-19 or coronavirus disease is transmitted from human to human and its spread is getting wider along with human mobility. The wider spread has made various countries implement various policies to stop the spread of the virus. This study aims to determine the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the community’s new habits. This study was conducted in Palu City. It used a qualitative approach. The instrument of the study was the researcher with the help of interview guides. The data analysis consisted of data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. The results of this study showed that COVID-19 has had a major impact on human life and even created new habits in the community.
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INTRODUCTION

The biggest challenge of this century is a humanitarian tragedy such as COVID-19 (Latief, Hasbi, & Amandaria, 2021). The rapid spread of the virus is caused by human activities (Tatem, Rogers, & Hay, 2006; Wilson, 1995). The government responded to the spread of this virus by implementing various non-pharmaceutical policies that were considered effective in stopping the spread of the virus (Basellini et al., 2020; Brauner et al., 2021) to control the pandemic (Brauner et al., 2021).

The COVID-19 pandemic has spread throughout the world disrupting all community activities. It was caused by the implementation of government policies considered effective in stopping the spread of the virus. In Indonesia, the government has implemented some policies concerning the COVID-19, such as Large-Scale Social Restrictions (PSBB) and the Public Activity Restrictions (PPKM).

The Large-Scale Social Restrictions policy was implemented in 2020, while in 2021 the government of Indonesia has consisted implemented the Public Activity Restriction Policy. The implementation of the policy aims to stop the spread of the virus, but the policy has also disrupted the community social activities such as the limitation of office and community activities. As a result, the community has new habits in everyday life. Indirectly, government policies also have an impact on people's social behavior.

The social behavior of the people in Palu City has changed too. Previously, people do activities without wearing masks, gathering and socializing, working in offices, attend face-to-face school meetings, and others, but then everything has changed after the pandemic occurred. People have new habits. Thus, this study aims to identify the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the new habits of the people in Palu City.
RESEARCH METHODS

This study used a qualitative approach. Qualitative is a type of study that examines social phenomena broadly about people's lives, individual and group behavior, and interactions that result in relationships (Teherani, Martimianakis, Stenfors-Hayes, Wadhwa, & Varpio, 2015). The population of this study was the people of Palu City, Central Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. The sample was taken from some sub-districts (West Palu, East Palu, North Palu, South Palu, Tatanga, Ulujadi, Mantikulore, and Tawaeli sub-districts) in which each sub-district was represented by 1 respondent so that there were 8 respondents. Data were collected by field observations, in-depth interviews, and documentation. Then, the data were analyzed using data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. In qualitative data analysis techniques, the researcher becomes the main instrument in the study. So, the instrument of this study was the researcher (Teherani et al., 2015).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COVID-19 pandemic affects human activities and it has become a challenge for the world as the virus is transmitted among humans. This condition requires most countries to implement social distancing policies, even close community activities so that the people feel like being imprisoned for several weeks or even months at home.

The spread of the virus is rapid and massive and it has both positive and negative impacts on human life. The positive impact can be seen in the weather and nature in which various government policies to stop the spread of the virus and the movement of people make gas emissions decrease and the ozone layer improves. Meanwhile, the negative impact can be seen on various aspects of life such as health, mental, environment, economy, education, transportation, food availability or supply, lifestyle, and social life (Khalifa et al., 2021). These positive and negative impacts affect people's habits, especially in Palu City.

The habits of people in Indonesia, especially in Palu City, have significantly changed due to the pandemic. In the health sector, there are changes in people's lifestyles due to the fear of being infected. In the economy, the income of business actors becomes very low, even with no income. In the transportation aspect, there are restrictions on air and land routes. Then, in the education sector, it has an impact on the mental stress of children because of the absence of face-to-face school meetings. Restrictions on human mobility aim to stop the transmission of the virus (Jamaludin et al., 2020). The results of previous studies have showed that the negative social impact of COVID-19 can affect vulnerable people and people who work in different places. Indeed, the social assistance provided can help them get out of the crisis, but to different degrees (Pongutta, Kantamaturapoj, Phakdeesettakun, & Phonsuk, 2021).

The lifestyle and social life of the people in Palu City are also disrupted. People cannot apply a luxurious lifestyle. Social life is very limited due to social distancing policy and this makes people change their habits including providing food supplies at home due to fear of being infected with the virus. Overall, social aspects of people's lives in this city have changed due to COVID-19. The social interaction of the community is disturbed and there is a suspicion of one another getting infected. COVID-19 has forced the people of this city to accept new habits and it affects the people's social behavior. This pandemic has also changed people's lifestyles in which previously some tend to have extravagant life, now turn to a simple lifestyle.

Indirectly, the pandemic has a positive impact on people's behavior, and then it affects people's social life. On the other hand, the pandemic made the people lack socialization so that the people's lives look more individualistic. The changes in social life due to the social
restriction policies implemented by the government become a disturbance for the community activities (Lai, Shih, Ko, Tang, & Hsueh, 2020).

Disruptions in the community activities caused by the spread of COVID-19 cover health, education, public relations, food supply or availability, and work activities (Dwivedi et al., 2020). For example, people are forced to avoid creating crowds when doing their activities, even though they know each other. The government forces people to comply with health protocols during the pandemic and this indirectly forms new habits of the people in Palu City. The new normal appeal can reduce the rate of transmission of the COVID-19 so there is a need for adaptation from the community to stop the spread of the virus as it possibly can last for a long time (Jamaludin et al., 2020).

CONCLUSION

COVID-19 contributes to changes in aspects of social life and it greatly determines people's activities in daily life. People's behavior changes in which they use face masks, implement social distancing policy, and others to stop the spread of the virus. Thus, it is necessary to adapt to new habits because conditions are uncertain and may last for a long time. This new habit requires the community to live side by side with COVID-19. In other words, people can have activities like before the pandemic in all aspects of life such as health, education, social, and economy by implementing health protocols.
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